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Sizing it up… Wealth worldwide

Family wealth among the richest 1% in the world grew from
$12tn in 1970 to $92tn in 2015 (not adjusted for inflation)
20,000 families in the world are worth more than $700m
Source: FT

Attempted definition of a “SFO”
SFOs typically exist to protect the wealth and interests of a family that usually
built by the same family´s business, with a view to separate the two
JPMorgan and Rockefeller were the first formalized Family Offices, the latter
still exists, and both were considered the precursors of Private Equity as part of their
approach was to back private businesses
The common rule-of-thumb in terms of minimum size of assets to form a SFO
is $200m but this greatly varies from case to case

Key reasons for setting up a SFO
56%

Preserving the value of our assets

44%

Developing a family wealth strategy

39%

Supporting future wealth creation
Helping rising generations become productive
adults

33%
28%

Growing the family business
Developing future family leaders

22%

Building a strong family enterprise

22%

Developing effective philanthropic strategies

17%

Preserving the entrepreneurial spirit

17%

Managing family spending

17%

Managing family leadership transitions

6%

Top 3 factors for
setting up a Family
Office are all related
to WEALTH
PRESERVATION or
CREATION

Source: FOX Family Exchange

Global Family Office Stats
• 7,300 SFOs worldwide:
•
•
•
•

42% in North America
32% in Europe
18% in Asia-Pacific
8% in the Emerging Markets

• The total estimated wealth of the families stands at $9.4 tn
• The biggest growth came in emerging markets, where the
number of family offices rose by half over the period,
followed by Asia-Pacific (+44%), North America (+41%) and
Europe (+8%).

Single Family Office asset allocation

Fixed Income
16,0%
Cash
7,6%
Hedge Funds
4,5%

Equities
32,0%

PE Direct
11,0%
PE Funds
7,7%

RE Funds
1,0%

Natural
Resources
3,2%
RE Direct
17,0%

Notes: Number of participants: 360; Avg AUM of participants $917m

PE represents almost
20% of total AuM in
portfolios, siplit
between Directs and
Fund investments

Family Offices – An Important Source of
Capital for Fund Managers
Share of Family Offices in PE funds raised
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Notes: INSEAD research
Source: Preqin 2018 Global Private Equity& Venture Capital Report
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Family office appetite for co-investments

67% of respondents believe that
family offices’ demand for coinvesting opportunities will
increase. Zero argued that the
demand would decline

Chief Executive Oﬃcer, Stirling Infrastructure

T

h sources off capitall are being broadly more
he
fragmented globally as a greater volume of
sovereign wealth funds and family oﬃces
believe they can run their own investment
strategies and recruit their own in-house
teams rather than relying on the larger investment
banks or traditional managers. This shift has been
materially caused by the regulations imposed on
ﬁnancial institutions following the Global Financial

universe. As a result, there has been improvement
Investors are choosing perpetual-life, NAV REIT
products for diversiﬁcation, the beneﬁts that come

in the structuring, liquidity provisions and overall
institutional quality of the advisors to these oﬀerings,

from a non-correlation to other investments within

relative to legacy products.

Crisis (GFC). Many bankers set up their own
strategies and oﬀered their services to family oﬃces
and sovereign wealth funds. Since the GFC, we have
seen more family oﬃces and sovereign wealth funds
in the market globally. They manage more capital,
are more sophisticated and broadly have greater
expertise in-house than was the case prior to the
GFC.

“As the industry has continued to mature, we
have seen a reduction in the source of capital
from funds of funds. LPs have become more
sophisticated and have looked to make more
direct fund commitments to reduce their cost
base and manage their own portfolios.”

Family Offices to gain ground as LPs

GIANLUCA D’ANGELO

Fund Manager Views on Investor Types as Sources of
Capital in 2023
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Head of EMEA, Eaton Partners
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Source: Preqin Fund Manager Survey, June 2018
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Family Offices: The New Banks?

Trends affecting Family Offices

• Market volatility… Hedge Funds converted into SFOs
• Regulation.. Tax havens declining, AML, FATCA, CRS, RBO
• Tech-preneurs… New kind of wealth
• NextGen…. The rise of Impact standards
• Digitalisation… Driving efficiency without jeopardizing
confidentiality; instant access and transparency
• The role of Family Offices are social stewards..?
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